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We consider the general characteristics of function words in the language aspects of the implementation of the 
correlation function of the nominative and the categorical semantics of the relational-advanced. The integral part of a systematic course of the studied language (Russian, 
English, Uzbek, and others) is the section about the function parts of speech (function words), prepositions, conjunctions, particles. Knowledge of the functions and the 
correct use of function words are indispensible condition for the development of coherent speech skills, the ability to make up phrases and sentences to find out the 
relationship of words, their semantics both in the isolated form and in the particular context.             
 
Introduction 
 
So, prepositions, as well as other function words, have no independent meaning. They are involved in 
the establishment of relations between nouns, pronouns, numerals and other words (above all - verbs) in word 
combinations or sentences. In this the syntax and to some extent the morphological functions of preposition are 
demonstrated. 
The absence of prepositions in the language (for example, in Uzbek as in other Turkish languages) 
causes serious difficulties in teaching this section of grammar and the need to overcome them on the basic of the 
comparative method, in particular, in comparison say of Russian prepositions with Uzbek postpositions and 
affixes. 
At present, in a rapidly developing linguistics, the dialectical study of all the phenomena occuring in the 
language, has become the demand of time. A special place in this process takes the characteristic of two 
ontological nature of linguistic unities in the prospective of these categories of dialectics as general - private, 
phenomena - case, possibility - case, reason - consequence, form - sence. Even the third included rule of 
dialectical logic is used at all levels and stages of development of linguistics. It is of particular importance at 
disclosing the nature of mutually antithetical elements, developing in conjunction with the formation of semantic 
and structural relations in the system of the language. So, in this respect, it is possible to use the internal rules of 
the laws of included the third law at disclosing the relevant indications of significant and function words. 
 
The rule of the included the third reflects the oppositions between derivationally correlating linguistic 
phenomena. If opposites do not cover the whole meaning of the considered concept and between them there are 
significant additional qualities, then the included the third rule does not apply. 
For the most part, the third situation is significant, generating the need for the intermediate conditions of 
the third law. 
The third included rule of dialectical logic incorporates in itself the quality of sides, obviously to each 
other. In this case two opposite phenomena are united in the third one, having the quality of two opposites. 
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Methodology  
The struggle of opposites also happening inside the third phenomenon. Georg Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel 
was the first who introduced in science the concept of dialectical logic, described the third intermediate rule in 
the following type: the third rule A exists there, indifferent to opposites A = B, A ≠ B. This is not A + A, but is 
not equal and + A, and –A (Hegel F., 1971: 64). 
We consider the ratio of equivalent ring members (leveling) and incomplete opposites. It turns out the 
two complete circles intersecting each other and forming as a result the incomplete circle of the unification: 
 
 
  
  
Located between the points A and B, the S segment takes in itself the functions of both A and B. So, it is 
neither A nor B, but the object that combines the quality of A and B. 
 
The third intermediate rule is applied to disclose significant and function words. Thus, the main criterion 
for selection is the general categorical meaning of these words. 
 
Conversion of independent words into function words (and even into affixes) is closely connected with 
historical development of language. 
 
In general, function words (postpositions, conjunctions, particles, etc) are grammatical categories, 
standing between vocabulary and grammar.  
 
In this case, auxiliary verbs, postpositions - names, postpositions  - adverbs, adverbs - particles, allied 
words and others, by some of their properties are close to significant words on the other properties to the 
function words. 
 
Results and Findings 
 
   Auxiliary verbs, nouns and particles firstly, capable to act independently giving auto semantic the 
lexical meaning, and secondly, they are used as function words and serve to transmit various grammatical 
meanings, but even so, they do not lose the ability to change the meaning of words (they do not change time, 
personal endings, the meaning of nouns and so on). 
 
So, when determining the nature of function words and their place in morphology of words, it is 
necessary to take into account the significant and functional meaning of words. 
 
In order to establish the differences between significant and proper function words, it is important the 
presence of linking function inherent by proper function words, and this is also morphological invariability, the 
inability to use them as a single word and their partial similarity with affixes. If we consider that one of the ways 
of the origin of affixes morphemes goes back to significant function words, then proper function words take an 
intermediate niche between affixes and significant function words. This can be characterized in the following 
way: Significant words → significant-function word → proper– function word → function word→  morpheme 
(or in Uzbek terminology: mustaqil so‘zlar → mustaqil-yordamchi so‘zlar → sof yordamchi so‘zlar → affiks) 
А S              B             
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Thus, in each function part of speech, the special category of linking-significant words are marked  out 
acting as a link between the significant and linked parts of speech, thus ensuring the continuity of development 
of the language system and implementing the system of connection between heterogeneous phenomena. 
Therefore, when studying significant and function parts of speech, it is permitable to mark out the third group of 
words – function-significant – acting in opposition to significant and function words included the third, in which 
the polarity is met, removed the opposition of both groups (Nigmatov X., 1989:22). Function–significant words 
by their morphological features and abilities to independent usage, relate to a significant part of speech and in a 
linking function to the category of a function part of speech. Therefore, it seems possible to study them as 
specific subgroups both in the framework of these significant parts of speech to which they are related 
functionally (Nigmatov X., 1989: 22). 
 
Among linking-significant words activity used in modern Uzbek language are the words: аввал, илгари, 
олдин, бурун, қадим, муқаддам, бошда, асосан, асосида, биноан, бўйича, мувофиқ, кўра, бошқа, бўлак, 
ташқари, ўзга, ортиқ, бўйи, давомида, мобайнида, оша, бўйлаб, қараб, мос, боғлиқ, ҳолда, келиб, чиқиб, 
мувофиқ, яраша, томон, кўра, қарши, нисбатан, пешвоз, рўпарасида, тўғрисида, олдида, сўнг, мисол, 
сингари, янглиғ, худи, гўё, гўёки, олдин, олдига, олдида, олдидан, қаршисида, қаршисидан, рўпарасига/ 
рўпарасида/ рўпарасидан, ҳузурига, ҳузурида, ҳузуридан, қошига, қошида, қошидан, қараганда, орасида, 
орасига, орасидан, ўртасидан, ўртасига, ўртасидан, вақт / вақтда, ичида, остида, остига, остидан, 
тагига, тагида, тагидан, тубида, тепасига, тепасида, тепасидан, устида, устига, устидан, тўғрида, 
тўғрисида, ҳақда, ҳақида, хусусда, хусусида, бобида, чамаси, яқин, асно, атрофида, бараварига, йўлида, 
кетидан, нари, натижасида, нисбатан, сифатида, сабабли, ичра, соясида, тортиб, туб, уст, орт, 
ўрнига, қарамай, қарамасдан, қаторида, ҳолда, хусусан.  
 
The transition of words with significant meaning in the category of words with the of auxiliary – a 
phenomenon, associated with expansion of semantic and stylistic meanings of a words and begins to develop the 
functional meaning. 
 
          In general, in the Uzbek language there are function and significant words partly close to morphological 
endings. Such words can be used independently. They are capable, to designate auto semantic lexical meaning 
and serve to indicate different grammatical meanings (postpositionalization, conjunctualization, particulation of 
language). 
 
Discussion 
The language essence of the function words is distinguished by its extremely complexity and 
multifunctionality.  
 
Thus function words with single-morphemic basic form often come in different lexical classes (lexical 
and grammatical categories). We compare, for example, different lexical classes presented in the English 
language by the form but (conjunation, preposition, contactestablishing particle, restrictive adverb, relative 
pronoun, noun in singular and plural forms): last, but, not the least; there was nothing but firelight; but it’s what 
you like; those words were but excuses; there are none but do much the same; that was a large but; his repeated 
buts are really trying.   
 
The fundamental difficult when, identifying function words is substantial heterogeneity of words at all. 
Among them, on one hand, words of significant (or material) content and on the other hand function words. The 
letters are used only as functional intermediaries in the structure of word combinations and sentences.  
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Nominative correlation is a unifying feature of the entire set of words, ranging from significant 
substantives and ending by function words – particles. The last ones are approached by their signed role to the 
affixal morphemes. 
 
          The nominative correlation of function words witch significant ones are disclosed in particular, in their 
direct “negative” in marking out under the text adjacency (Smirnitskiy A., 1952:199). Compare the words in the 
English language: a / crowd ; must /do; by / then and so on.The nominative correlation is a common expression 
of significant and linking words function. 
 
     For its linguistic interpretation, the terms “the called function” / “the ruminative function” became 
firmly established. The observed correlation and hence, and the common function is reflected in a written (and 
dictionary) practice, actualizing function words in a separate writing with significant ones. Thus, in any 
semantically relevant of dictionary dismemberment, they are clearly delimited from one hand, the meaningful 
words serving as independent object names and relations to reality, and on the other hand non-meaningful words 
of relationally – specifying semantics. 
 
            In other words, the difference composes of even more differentially in the following: significant words of 
categorical – semantic features are connected with gender and specific material (directly nominative) signs in 
their typificated use of words or in lexical semantic variants. As for the function words, the categorical – 
semantic features, in fact, exhaust their generalizing semantics. These are “operational elements” of vocabulary 
(Shcherba, L.1957:80), performing only variety of specifying function in any act of utterance formation, their 
individualizing semantics is so generalized that it is difficult it give interpretation by the way of a dictionary 
definition. 
 
That is why the function words, considered from the functionally – syntactic point of view, reveal their 
proximity to the grammatical meanings of words. For example, prepositions and case forms, modal verbs and 
auxiliary verbs if compare, moreover the syntax characteristics for many function words, in fact exhaust their 
content part. No wonder, that V.Vinogradov opposing function words to significant called them not the “parts of 
speech” but “particles of speech”. (Vinogradov V., 1975:254). 
 
Indeed, function words, isolated according to functional sign come out in the form of a certain 
grammatical paradigms. Thus, function words, estimated by their role in the structure of a sentence, they are 
consistently revealed as exponents of syntactic categories, i.e. implementors of syntactic meanings of phrases 
and sentences in the appropriate forms – structures, like derivative and relational morphemes in the structure of 
separate words. For example, namely in this, lies their “pronominal” specific function. Compare:  
 
The mission reached its destination, end all was explained in due course. → 
The mission hadn’t reached its destination, but all was explained in due course. → 
How could all be explained in due course, if the mission never reached its destination? 
 
The marked role of function words, the totality of which stands out not by the their morphemic 
structures but by the indicated syntactic functions in the structures clearly revealed in the frameworks of the 
theory of paradigmatic syntax, developed by modern linguistic ((Strang B. 2011:317-318). 
 
When examining general properties of function words, it is not advisable to ignore those individual 
characteristics, which are inherent in some of them.So, in modern Uzbek language, function words are notable 
for special specificity used as a link. 
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Based on the characteristics of their lexical – grammatical and functional nature B. Sodikov gives such 
definition to a function word: “a function word is called as a function (a function element) which is used with 
nonverbal words or phrases and also with separate verbal forms and serves for realization of the meanings and 
functions, peculiar to a verb (Sodiкov B., 1984:15). Thus, by basing on this position, we can choose here two 
basic moments:  
-firstly, the presence of the linked function is admitted only at these function words which have a verb 
item, since they can only act as a mean of realization of meanings and functions inherent an a verb; 
-second, the functional sphere of a function word is not limited within bounds of prediction, a function 
verb can be a means of realization of any meanings and functions inherent in grammatical forms of a verb. In 
modern Uzbek language in the role of a function word such words as bo‘l, qil, sanaladi, hisoblanadi, deyiladi 
and also insufficient verb edi are used. 
 
Only the verb bo‘l  has a universal character which is the sole way to be a means of grammatical 
meanings and functions realization, inherent in any grammatical forms of the verb. Other verbs are limited in 
their use. For example, hisoblanadi, sanaladi, deyiladi  act in the role of a function word used only as a part of 
predicate and only in the form of present, future tenses.  
 
As to functioning of function word bo‘l as a part of function verb, it has manifested the names and forms 
of the verb.With the proper names, bo‘l can be used both as a part of predicate and in the structure of another 
part of a sentence. In the first case, bo‘l  acts in one of the finite forms  and in the second in the form of non-
finite forms. 
 
Acting in the structure of predicate, a  function word bo‘l  takes to verbal formant of mood, tense and 
person form and this serves as a means of forming the predicate by verbal forms of corresponding categories. 
 
If the predicate is expressed by the word which can not take the form of the mood, tense and person = 
form, the use of a function word in the part of predicate is obligatory. The exception is, the case when the subject 
= phenomenon seems to refer to the present tense, then there may be no function word: hayot go‘zal  (life is 
beautiful). 
 
There are conditions when several function words are used simultaneously – if it is necessary to give the 
meaning of moods distinctive from each other or the meanings of mood and condition, the meanings of intention, 
conditions and meanings of the past tense and so on. Under these conditions, more than one function word is 
used. For example:  
-Injener bo‘lmoqchi bo‘lsa (If he is going to be an engineer). 
 -Injener bo‘lmoqchi bo‘lgan bo‘lsa    (If he was going to be an engineer). 
 -Injener bo‘lgan bo‘lgan bo‘lsa (If he was engineer). 
 
 When using in the functional forms of the verb, bo’l  acts as means of expression of the meaning of 
there forms and realization of their functions. And, when using in the functional forms, bo‘l  can partially keep 
the lexical meaning inherent in the verb bo‘l  either it implements the function of a function word, completely 
deprived of the lexical meaning (it can be said, it is a pure function word).  
 
 In both cases bo‘l  serves the function of a means of realization, inherent in the verb of grammatical 
meanings. When using bo‘l  with the functional forms of the verb, it is necessary to into account the question of 
the principles of delimitation of these cases from the analytical forms of the verb. 
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 The latters are characterized by the presence of some additional grammatical meaning, different from 
the meaning of the components of the analytical form (the meaning of the verb form and forms in which the 
function word bo‘l  acts.) 
           Used in combination with participle II on – (i)b  and by the form of conditional mood, the function word 
bo‘l  is always makes up analytical forms (and therefore it does not act as a part of function word). In 
combination with names action bo‘l  does not make up the acts as a function words. 
              
 When involved in participial forms of the verb bo‘l  appears mostly in the function of a lenking word; 
the formation of analytical forms is limited. 
  
 For example: these are analytical forms of the components: participle, with – gan + bo‘l, particle with 
ayotgan bo‘l, for which the use of a function word bo‘l  are typical, in the form of the past tense (they express 
the action, performed nominally not completely, imitation of an action). 
            
 When using as a function word together with the functional forms of the verb bo‘l (as well as when it is 
used with proper names) acts as a means of realization of meanings and functions inherent in the verb as a verbal 
form itself to which bo‘l  is joined it can not express the meaning of the forms of a function word. 
 
Conclusion 
 So, examination of some common function words features, allow to make a conclusion that the 
organizing role for which its grammatical system performs in the language, does not come to the formal 
regulation of the changing words processes and building itself becomes possible due to, that all the elements of 
the grammatical system (both significant and function words) have their special semantic content. It is 
characterized by maximum degree of abstraction from the concrete meanings of the words and their 
combinations directly reflecting the objects, phenomena and relations of reality. 
  
 Grammatically - semantic generalization, realizing in the forms of words and in the forms of the united 
words in statements, reflect not separate concrete subjects, phenomena and relations of the word, but general 
signs of classes, subjects and phenomena, general properties of relations between classes. It is this semantical 
specifics of the grammatical system which stipulates its fundamental role in performing qualitative determination 
of the language in the whole, that is, in revealing the essence of the language as an object of the reality.  
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